Time course of NAA T2 and ADC(w) in ischaemic stroke patients: 1H MRS imaging and diffusion-weighted MRI.
Proton spectroscopy and quantitative diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) were used to investigate the pertinence of N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) as a reliable marker of neuronal density in human stroke. The time courses of tissue water apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC(w)) and metabolite T2 were investigated on a plane corresponding to the largest area of cerebral infarction, within and outside the site of infarction in 71 patients with a large cortical middle cerebral artery territory infarction. Significant reductions are seen in NAA T2 deep within the infarction during the period comprised between 5 and 20 days postinfarction; the relaxation times appearing to normalise several months after stroke. After an acute reduction in ADC(w), the pseudonormalisation of ADC(w) occurs at 8-12 days after the ischaemic insult. The minimum in N-acetyl aspartate T2 relaxation times and the pseudonormalisation of ADC(w) appear to coincide. The data suggest that modifications in the behaviour of the observed proton metabolites occur during the period when the vasogenic oedema is formed and cell membrane integrity is lost. For this reason, NAA may not be a reliable marker of neuronal density during this period.